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Introduction

Media

The Twist display range is designed to work best 
with 300-350 lightstop material, with a 125-150mic 
laminate. Using this media will enable all elements 
of the Twist range to meet its high standards and 
allow the user to fully appreciate the ease and 
beauty of the system; using any media other than 
the recommended weight may result in your 
product not working as required. 

Useful Materials

In addition to your standard finishing apparatus we 
strongly recommend the following materials to be stock 
items when working the Twist display range:
•  300-350 lightstop material
•  125-150mic laminate
•  12.5mm magnetic tape (polarity A)
•  Webbed tape
•  Tessa tape



Warning: Only use new finishing bars on graphics, 
we do not recommend re-using any header or kicker.!

Finishing Twist Graphic Panels
Headers & Footers

Instructions

There is no hidden area on Twist graphic panels; for 
example if you have a 900x2000mm Twist stand, your 
graphic panel will be trimmed to 900x2000mm.

1. Trim your graphic to the correct size.
2.  Mount finishing bars; when mounting the finishing 

bars, the adhesive attaches to the rear of the graphic 
panel, allowing all the printed area to be seen from the 
front. The header or footer should be positioned as 

illustrated below, with the graphic butted up to the 
curved extrusion area of the finishing bar. 
[The top finishing bar has the tensioning rod].

3.  It is recommended that magnetic tape (polarity A) 
should be applied to all graphic panels along the 
vertical sides; be sure to put the magnetic tape at the 
very edge of the graphic panel with no overlap.

4.  Before rolling your graphic allow curing time for 
the adhesive.
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Warning: Only use new finishing bars on graphics, 
we do not recommend re-using any header or kicker.!

Finishing Media Twist Graphic Panels
Aperture Cut

Instructions

1.  Trim your graphic panel to the correct size. 
2.  Using the Media template as a guide, mark the area to 

be cut as an aperture that will allow the monitor to sit 
at the desired height, then cut with a sharp knife. 

3.  To reinforce the cut area, apply webbed tape to the 
edge of the cut as illustrated.

4.  Finish your graphic panel as outlined in the Finishing 
Twist Graphic Panels section.
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Finishing Flexi Link Graphic Panels
Headers & Footers

Instructions

1.  Trim your graphic to 550mm wide by the required 
height.

2.  Mount finishing bars; when mounting the finishing 
bars, the adhesive attaches to the rear of the graphic 
panel, allowing all the printed area to be seen from the 
front. The header or footer should be positioned as 
illustrated below, with the graphic butted up to the 

curved extrusion area of the finishing bar.  
[There is no difference between the top and bottom 
finishing bar for the Flexi Link].

3.  Apply magnetic tape (polarity A) to both vertical sides, 
ensuring it is to the very edge of the graphic panel with 
no overlap. 

4.  Before rolling your graphic allow curing time for 
the adhesive.

Warning: Only use new finishing bars on graphics, 
we do not recommend re-using any header or kicker.!
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Finishing Height Extension Graphic Panels
Headers & Footers

Instructions

 When cutting a height extension graphic, preparation is 
key. Either add a cut line to the artwork (templates 
available), or create a physical template that will form a 
smooth “s shaped” curve.

1.  Trim your graphic to 550mm wide by the maximum 
required height. 

2.  At the top of the graphic cut the “s shaped” curve  
as required.

3.  Mount finishing bars; when mounting the finishing bars, 

the adhesive attaches to the rear of the graphic panel, 
allowing all the printed area to be seen from the front. 
The header or footer should be positioned as illustrated 
below, with the graphic butted up to the curved extrusion 
area of the finishing bar. [The top finishing bar is the 
longer of the two].

4.  Apply magnetic tape (polarity A) to both vertical sides, 
ensuring it is to the very edge of the graphic panel with 
no overlap.

5.  Before rolling your graphic allow curing time for  
the adhesive.
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Warning: Only use new finishing bars on graphics, 
we do not recommend re-using any header or kicker.!



Finishing Counter Wrap Graphic Panels
Cut and Tape

Instructions

1.   Trim your graphic to the specified overall size.
2.  Cut 25mm from each vertical side and re-attach 

together with no overlap using webbed tape on  
the rear.

3.  Apply magnetic tape (polarity A) to both vertical sides, 
ensuring it is to the very edge of the graphic panel with 
no overlap.
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Finishing Single/Double Hardcase Wrap Graphic Panels
Magnetic Attachment

Instructions

1. Trim your graphic to the specified size.
2.  Apply magnetic tape (polarity A – 25mm) to one vertical side on the reverse of the graphic panel. On the opposite 

vertical side, apply steel tape to the front of the graphic panel.
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Finishing Flat End Cap Graphic Panels
Cut and Tape

Instructions

1.  Trim your graphic to the specified overall size.
2.  Cut along the inner tick marks as indicated on the 

template; this will result in a tapered cut. Re-attach 
together with no overlap using webbed tape on the 
rear.

3.  Apply magnetic tape (polarity A) to both vertical sides, 
ensuring it is to the very edge of the graphic panel with 
no overlap.
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